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The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of some of the key
findings from an analysis of the database maintained during phase I of the
Starting Well National Health Demonstration Project, from 200 I to 2004.
Towards the end of phase I ofthe pmject, it was recognised that the rich SOUITe of data within this
database of 1884 families with children aged 0-3 years living in two areas of Glasgow, could be used
to inform the implementation of Health for all Children 4 (Hall 4). 1 In particular. this relates to the
I-edesign of health visiting sel-vices under the I-ecommendation from Hall 4 that cal-e should be
tal-geted to families identified as having extra needs aftel- an initial period of assessment by the health
visitol-/public health nurse in the eal-Iy weeks of life .
The report is of intel-est to policy-makers and those responsible for implementing the changes
associated with Hall 4. It is also relevant fOI- pl-actitionel-s who are changing pl-actice to implement
these I-ecommendations and for theil- managers.
The report should be read in context. This was a unique intervention delivered by the Starting Well
Project teams who provided intensive skil l mix support to two different population areas of Glasgow.
The care given to these families was neither I-epl-esentative of universal health visiting service at that
time nO!" was it representative of the programme now recommended undel- Hall 4.There are
therefol-e limitations in generalising find ings to the universal health visiting service as a whole.
However. the analysis provides a unique insight into the process of targeting care to the most
vulnerable families, and the judgements health visitol-s make when asked at an early point in time to
predict which families are likely to requil-e most input in the proceeding months.
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Following the publication of the White Paper' Towa1·dsa Healthie1·Scotland' in 19992 the Scottish Executive
Health Depa1·tment pledged l I Smillion to suppo1·t four national health demonstration projects to act as
test beds for action and a learning resource for the rest of Scotland. Starting Well was the National Health
Demonst1·ation Pmject in child health, and was launched in November 2000. Phase I of the project, the
subject of this report, ran until 2004.3 The Scottish Executive commissioned a multi-method independent
evaluation of phase I of Starting Well which was led by the Public Health and Health Policy Unit University
of Glasgow.4
Based on the work of David Olds and colleagues5 in the USA, Starting Well offe1·edadditional input to all
families who had a new baby born in the project postcode areas.The1·ewere two essential components in
the project: intensive home-based suppo1·t and the provision of a strengthened network of communitybased sei-vicesfor children and their parents. Familieswere offered support (thmugh both professional and
support worker interventions) within the context of their own homes.
The project took place in two geographic areas in Glasgow (Easterhouse in the east of the city and
Govanhill, Gorbals and North Toryglen in the south).These were selected on the basis of a range of ffiteria,
including: levels of socioeconomic deprivation, cultural mix, evidence of significant child health and pa1·ental
support needs, and the presence of appropriate organisational community infrastructu1·es.
Within each area, health visitors led teams of skill mix staff, including health support workers, community
nursery nurses, a community suppo1·t facilitator (who worked with the teams and local services to help
address the diverse community-based support needs of families) and administrative staff In the south
project area, a bilingual wo1·ker was employed to work with individual families from the black and minority
ethnic community and to ensure that all project protocols were culturally sensitive.
In the a1·easwhe1·e it was established,the project provided this intensive home visiting service as the
standard pmvision for families with a newborn baby.The level and type of family support offered was based
on a comprehensive assessment of family need, including family st1·engthsand challenges,in conjunction with
the Core Visiting Schedule.6 All information was contained in the Family Health Plan,the pmfessional record
maintained for each family that was created for the project in consultation with the health visito1·s.
Information contained within the Family Health Plan, including ratings of family need for suppo1·t (the Family
Needs Score - FNS) and a range of other demographic and service-based information, was recorded in a
database designed specifically for the project by an independent consultant

StartingWell offered additionalinput to all families
who had a new baby born in the project postcode areas
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The infol"mation contained in the Starting Well project database was collated from the Family Health Plan
and via a contact sheet completed by all home visiting staff after every contact w ith the family.The data from
these contact sheets were then entered into the database by project administl"ative staff. It is this infol"mation
that has been analysed and which forms the basis of this l"epol"t
The database included a range of information on families, babies and service provision. The main categol"ies
of information recol"ded wel"e:
• make-up of the family unit
• details of the baby's date of bil"th, sex, bil"th weight, gestation
• environmental factors fOI" the baby, including parental employment, partner resident in home, and smoking
fOI" both parents at six snapshots (I"ecruitment i.e. first contact with proJect, six months, one yea~ eighteen
months, two yeal"S and three years)
• ethnicity
• Edinburgh Postnatal Depl"ession Scale (EPDS) recording
• infant feed ing method during fil"st postnatal year
• Triple P (pal"enting education) profile
• FNS
• information on contacts between team and family, including place and type
• referrals made fOI" family, including to where and reason
• goals agreed between the family and the health visitor
• record of significant events
Analysis focused on some key issues that were considel"ed w ould be of value to those involved in planning
the effective utilisation of the health visiting reSOUITe, as out lined In Hall 4, in ol"der to provide more support
to those identified as most vu lnerable .Three specific questions wel"e identified
How did the need identified by the health visitol"s relate to other markel"s of vulnerability within the
families visited?
2 Wel"e health visitors able to tal"get cal-e to the most vulnerable fami lies?
3 Did the health visitors ratings (FNS) accurately pl"edict which families would need most input?
Val"iables included in the Stal"ting We ll database that were considered likely to predict or I"elate strongly to
need for health visitol" input were identified and t hose found to be relative ly complete and useable after data
cleaning and combination wel"e used. These factol"s fall into the following categories:

• Baby gestation; multiple bil"th; infant feeding; numbel" of siblings
•

Famil y: mothel"'s age; family unwaged; either pal"ent accommodated by local authority as a child ; parental

smoking; father

01"

other relative also resident with the child ; ethnicity

• A gencies: involvement with social wOI-k services; criminal Justice; paediatl"ic health
•

Environment: south or east project al"ea; depl"ivation level" Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation SIMD

• A ssessm ents: FNS; EPDS

The database included a range of information
on families, babies and service provision
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Assessment of need by health visitors (using the FNS) and the actual service rece ived by families (contact
rates) we1~ethen related to these factors. As a criterion indicating inc1~eased need, referrals to social work
se1~viceswere also linked (see Figure I).
Figure I: How did predictors of need relate to assessment of risk and engagement with sei-vicesl
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The analysis produced a I-ange of demographic details regal-ding the families who received a service from
the Starting Well ProjectThel-e wel-e 1884 families, with 90% having only one baby bom during the pel-iod
from 200 I to 2004 that the database covel-s. All the following statistics relate to this 90% of families at the
point where they had their only odirst Starting Well babyThis included twin bil-ths if they were the fil-st
Stal-ting Well babies in the family, but not the 10% of families who had more than one baby bom in the
thl-ee-year period of data analysed, as it was not possible to establish fOI- these families which contacts
related to which child.
Population composition

Nineteen per cent offamilies were of black or minority ethnic (BME) origin, nearly alll-esiding in the south
area of the project. The majol-ity were of South Asian (Pakistani

01-

Indian Sikh) origin. FOI- the pUI-pose of this

report these families will be refelTed to as 'South Asian'.Thl-ee-quarters of South Asian mothers did not have
English as theil- first language and 27% wel-e recorded as requiring a translato~ The median age of mothers at
their child's birth was 27 years. Seventeen per cent of mothers were aged 20 years or less, and I I % were
ovel- 35 yeal-s of age.
Family size

Just over half of the mothers (51 %) had their first babies during the project period and 49% of families
all-eady had at least one child, bom pl-ior to Starting Well. Of these, 54% had one other child, 27% had two
other children and 19% had thl-ee or more previous children .When figul-es are considered by ethnic ongin,
16% South Asian mothers had three or more pl-evious children compared with only 8% of mothers from
the indigenous population.
Birth weight of babies

The majol-ity of babies were born at full tel-m (93%).The mean birthweight for babies was 3.26 kg, which is
slightly lower than the Scottish average of 3.38 kg for singleton births 7 Overall 7% of births were I-ecol-ded as
pretel-m; only 3% of South Asian mothel-s had preterm babies.
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Breastfeeding rates

Only 44% of mothers wet"e breastfeeding thei1· baby at birth (compared with the Scottish national average
in 2000 of 63%) 8, with only 25% still b1·eastfeeding at 6 weeks. South Asian mothe1·s wet"e mo1·e likely to
breastfeed initially (75% vs 37%) and at all othe1· ages recorded (Figure 2).

Figure 2: B1·eastfeedingrates in Starting Well families, by ethnicity and compa1·ed with Scotland as a whole
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Levels of deprivation

O ver half of the fami lies lived in areas ident ified by the SIMD as the most dep1·ived I 0% (decile) in the
co untry and only 3% of fam ilies lived in areas of below ave1·agedeprivation .The east a1·eahad a highe1·
pm po 1·t ion of families in the most dep1·ived SIMD dec ile, at 80% compared with 35% of families in the south
a1·ea(Figure 3) .

Just over half ofthe mothers had their
first babies duringthe project period
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Figure3: Number of Sta1·ting Well families living in different SIMO deciles
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Relativesresident in home
Seventy-one per cent of all parents were living together at the time of, 01·just after the birth of the baby,
with 13%of mothers living with a relative or other adult but not with a partner, and 6% of mothers living
alone. South Asian mothei-s wei-e more likely to be living with their partner (90% vs. 75%), but no mo1·e
likely to also be living with relatives (Figure 4) .

Figure4:With whom did the Starting Well child1·enlive?
Mother not resident
Mother not alone,
but no other inputs

Mother living with
relative/other only

Mother living with
father/partner
and relative/other

Mother living with
father/partner only

Employmentwithinfamilies
Ove1·all,35% of the Sta1·tingWell families had no wage earner, 31% had one, and in 28% both parents were
in some form of paid employment.Within the South Asian population, the mothers were less likely to be
employed ( 16%vs. 42%), but mo1·eof their partners were likely to be employed (64% vs. 49%).
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Involvement with social work services

Five per cent of families were already involved with social work sel"vices and/or criminal Justice at the time
of recruitment to the project and approximately 3% of mothel"s and 3% of fathers had been in the care of
the local authority while they wel"e children. Families from South Asian backgmunds wel"e less likely to
ait"eady be involved with other agencies.
Postnatal depression

The project followed the Pel"i-natal Mental Health Care Pathway that was being piloted within parts of
Glasgow at that t ime.This proposed that mothers should be offered the opportunity to discuss their mood
levels with the health visitol" on two defined occasions using the EPDS as a tool 9
Ovel"all, only 49% of mothers actually had an EPDS recorded in their Family Health Plan. South Asian
mothers were less likely to have a score I"ecorded than other mothers (with only 16% I"ecorded compared
to 56%), although, when recorded, theil" SCOI"es did not differ fi"om other mothel"s.This may I"elate to cultural
factors and also maternal language skills, since only 8% of those who I"equil"ed interpretel"s had an EPDS
recol"ded.
There was a difference between the east and the south project al"eas in the propol"tion of mothel"s with an
EPDS recorded that was not all accounted for by ethnicity, since in the south only 29% of the non-Asian
population had an EPDS I"ecorded, compal"ed with 80% in the east.
Of all the EPDS SCOI"es recorded, 3 1% of mothers had a score gl"eatel' than 12 at some point, indicating the
potential fOI" postnatal depression at a level that would wart"ant fUI"thel" assessment.This is high compared to
a I"ecent population study that also mutinely collected EPDS data in which scores of ovel" 12 wel"e detected
in 12% of the sample lo However in that study the proportion of women offered EPDS was highel" than the
Starting Well sample .
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This section focuses on info1-mationon how assessment of familyneed was defined within Starting Well and
on the data regarding allocation of familiesto a support need category by the health visitors.
The FNS was a tool designed by the pmject to be used by the health visitors to provide a measure of the
family need for suppo1-t It comprised a th1-ee-point Likei-tscale on which a score of FNS2 indicated a
requirement for standard project care, as defined by the Core VisitingSchedule.The Core VisitingSchedule
was a framework devised internally by the project to guide the frequency and content of contacts with
families,with standard level of support providing around 14 contacts within the first year following the birth
of a new baby (for fu1-therdetail see reference to NHS Health Scotland website). A score of FNS I indicated
less than standard project ca1-eand FNS3 indicated more than standa1-dproject care.
The FNS was based on professional assessment and discussion with families,recorded by the family health
visito1-following initialassessment and updated according to changing cit-cumstances within the family.
Therefore each familycould have more than one FNS recorded over the time pe1-iod,depending on their
changing ci1-cumstances.
Analysisof the data indicated that only 13% of familieswei-e initiallyrated FNS3 (g1-eaterthen average
need), howeve~ 28% were rated FNS3 at some point Fifteen percent of families were rated FNS I (less than
aver-ageneed) at some point with 4% only ever rated FNS I. Of inte1-estwas that the majority of families,
60%,were only ever rated FNS2.
Figure 5 indicates the time taken to identify the level of need (FNS 1-ating)fo1-families.Most families who
had any FNS recorded had this recorded for the first time within 13 weeks. In comparison, fm those families
rated as high need (FNS3) only 50% of those ever 1-atedFNS3 had been 1-ecorded as such by I3 weeks and
it took over-39 weeks to have almost 80% of them identified for the first time.
The data analysisdoes not allow interp1-etationof the reasons behind the allocation of FNS ratings, which
may provide insight into any shift from ea1-lype1-ceivedneed to eventual level of contact received by families.
Figure5: Percentage who had FNS reco1-ded by each age and of those rated FNS3 for first time
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This section provides some information around the se1-vices delivered by the project staff and the level of
suppo1-t provided to families. Most babies (90%) were visited for six months or more, with I I% visited to
beyond the age of three years, depending on when they joined or left the project.
According to the Core Visiting Schedule, standard project care consisted of 14 to 15 contacts/visits within
the first year of the baby's life.The overall mean level of contacts for families at FNS2 in the first year was
similar to this howeve1~20% of all families received 22 or more contacts in the first yea~ These latter families
will be referred to as high-contact families.
Most contacts between the Starting Well staff and families were planned (70%) or opportunistic

(26%),

with few initiated by the client ( I%).The majoi-ity took place in the family home (55%), although 18% of
contacts were by telephone. Staff 1-ecorded 15% of visits as failed attempts at contact. Home contacts were
more common for younger babies, with telephone and community setting contacts increasing with age
(Figure 6).
Figure6: Setting of successful contacts by age (excludes 20% failed contacts or missing data)
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Seventy six pe1-cent of all families had one or mo1-e refen-als 1-esultingfrom 17% of total contacts with the
project team.The services to which referrals we1-e made most frequently were health (38%) and
community services (34%) .The physical health of the child made up 21 % of all reasons for referrals, with
material assistance, childcare support and social suppo1-t constituting 13%, 12% and I0% of reasons for
refen-als respectively. Families from South Asian backgrounds were less likely to be refe1-red to other
agencies , with the exception of the housing department. Referrals foi- families scored FNS3 were higher to
all services than for families in FNS I or 2 categories.
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How did the need identifiedby the health visitors relate to other markers of vulnerabilitywithin the families
visited?
A rating of FNS3 strongly related to the sorts of factors, contained within the project database, that
could potentially be considered as constituting vulnerability, such as involvement with social wmk services
or criminal justice, a high EPDS, multiple birth and no income (see Figure I).
2 Were health visitorsable to target care to the most vulnerablefamilies?

There was cleat· evidence of targeting . Families assessed as having a high level of need (FNS3) received
approximately twice as many visits as those rated FNS I or 2 over all age 1·anges (Figure 7).

Figure7:Numbe1· of contacts by FNS rating
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The cha1·t shows the numbers of contacts by all of the skill mix project staff to families according to the
age of the child and as indicated by the FNS given to the family.The mean numbe1· of contacts within
each of the age bands appea1·s as the horizontal line within the box.
It is wo1·th restating he1·e that families 1·ated FNS I m FNS2 still had around 14 contacts in the first year
following the bi1·th of the baby.This enabled health visitors to continually review their assessment of need,
whether 01· not the actual recorded FNS was adjusted to reflect this.The first FNS score 1·eco1·dedwas
the best overall predictor of contact rates. Largely the same range of variab les predicted contacts as had
p1·edicted the rating of the need for support, as listed in Figure I .
Families initially rated FNS3 were eight times more likely to be refe1Ted to the Department

fo1·Work and

Pensions and five times mo1·e likely to be 1·eferred to social wo1·k services compared to those rated FNS I.
Indeed 40% of all those initially 1·ated FNS3 were 1·efen·ed to socia l work sei-vices.
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3 Did the health visitors rating (FNS) accurately predict which families would need most input?
A I-ange of findings suggested that at the time of the initial FNS I-ating it was not easy to predict which
families would need extra input Firstly, of the 28% of Starting Well families rated as having a high need fotsupport (FNS3) at some point only half wel-e recognised in the early weeks (see Figure 5), Of the 20%
of families who did receive more than 22 contacts, two-thirds wel-e not rated FNS3 initially.
Although those identified as having high need had higher contact rates, in fact only half went on to
receive more than 22 contacts in the first yeal- or; in other words, tumed out to actually need or want a
high level of support
Additionally, although families rated FNS3 wel-e much more likely to be l-efelTed to social work serVices,
referrals wel-e also made for 12% of those I-ated FNS2 and 8% of those rated FNS I ' Under the Starting
Well visiting programme these families still received around 14 contacts in that first year; which enabled
theil" needs fot- support to be identified, despite not being initially assessed as high need,
South Asian families wel-e less likely to be at eithel- end of the FNS scale, with 90% I-ated as requil-ing
standal-d pmject cal-e (FNS2),They had on avel-age slightly mOI-e cont acts than the indigenous population
families ( 16 vs 15 in the first year) and were mOI-e likely to fall Into the high contact group (25%
compared with 20% of the total population), South Asian families generally had few of the identified
pred ictive factol-s fOI" high contact, as shown in Figure I, so that compared to othel-s with similal- risk
factol-s, they had much higher levels of contact,
The other group who tended to have unpredicted high needs (I ,e having high contact levels but not
rated FNS3) wel-e parents who had been in the cal-e of the local authority as a child themselves,This
group of families had higher contact I-ates than the remaining population (36% compared with 20%) but
two-thirds of them were not initially classified as being high need.This was possibly because information
I-egarding the cal-e histol-y of pal-ents may not have been known at the pO int of nl-st FNS rating,
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Eight risk factors were identified as being either common or strong p1-edictors of contact rates (Figu1-e8).
These 1-angedfrom relatively rare factors such as involvement with criminal justice and social wo1-k services
which was associated with more than five times increased odds of needing high contact rates, to living
within the most dep1-ived SIMD decile which was associated with a less than one and a halftimes increased
odds of needing high contact, but applied to 65% of the families.
Figure8: Prevalence and strength of association with contact rate of eight risk factors

Note:

Most deprived SIMD decile

EPDS - Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale;
SIMD - Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation;
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SWS - Social Work Services
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4
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A family could be defined as being in need of high levels of support if it had any of these risk facto1-s.If the
seven factors excluding SIMD were used to indicate need for suppo1-t,60% of Starting Well families would
be defined as high need.This would identify 90% families in Starting Well who wei-e subsequently referred
to social work sei-vices and 80% of those who had high levels of contact. If living in the most dep1-ived
SIMD decile was also used as a risk factor, 81% of Starting Well families would be defined as high need, but
this would identify 98% families referred to social work and 93% high-contact families (Figure 9) .
Figure9: Propo1-tion of all families with
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No risk factors
including SIMD

In gene1·al, the families in Starting Well appeared to be representative of families living in deprived u1·ban a1·ea
s.
There were many families with high levels of vulnerability but also others with limited need for support.The
South Asian families within the project had lowe1·overt markers of vulnerability, but many experienced
language ba1Tie1
·s and thus those with ext1·aneeds were often not initially recognised.
On the basis of the available evidence, it appears that health visitors wei-e generally well able to identif y
families w ith high levels of support needs and that this was closely 1·elatedto the sociodemographic status of
the family. Howeve1~the identification of family vulne1·ability and need fo1·high level of support was only
achieved over time, with just under half of the vulnerable families identified on initial recording of FNS. In
te1·ms of the identification of families who had need for minimal suppo1·t (FNS I) this was more easily achieved
by the time of initial FNS recording.
Health visitors showed a strong capacity to target care in that contact 1·atesvaried greatly from family to family
and were strongly related to marke1·sof vulnerability. Those families identified as having a greater than average
need did receive increased contacts and were mo1·e likely to be refe1Ted on to other agencies.This suggests
that more intensive sei-vice provision followed from the identification of need and that health visito1·s
approp1·iately offe1·ed personal and wide1· systems support. Howeve1~two-thirds of the families with high
contact rates were not initially rated as having high levels of need fo1·support.This was pa1·ticularly true for
families from the mino1·ity ethnic community and families where a parent had been in the ca1·eof the local
autho1·ity as a child.
The timescale required to adequately identify families with high support needs was not highlighted in Sta1·ting
Well since the project set out to offer a programme of regula1·contacts to every family as routine input
ident ified through the Co1·eVisiting Schedule. However, from the evidence of the analysis discussed here, this
timescale may be a pot ential prob lem if regular visiting for those initially deemed to have low need we1·e to be
limited after the early weeks. Even with generally enhanced levels of visiting in the early months, only 35% of
families in Starting Well who ended up having high contact levels, defined he1·eas ove1·22 contacts in the first
yea1~were identified as 1·equiring high levels of support initially. Following this analysis,it may be suggested that
as a high-risk populat ion, the majority of families living in inne1·city 01·urban a1·easshould qualify for 'additional
input' 1·atherthan the 'co1·eprogramme' to allow adequate establishment of 1·elationshipsand comp1·ehensive
assessment of need.

the familiesin StartingWell appeared to be
representativeoffamilieslivingin deprived urban areas
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The data from the Starting Well Project provides a descrIption of families rQlsing
children in areas of high deprivation. They may not re~ect the wider needs of the
whole population of Scotland, but are likely to be representatIVe of families in
deprIved urban areas.
The flndmgs relating to health Visitor prediction of need suggest that assessment only
In the early weeks would not be sufficient to ensure that the majorIty of vulnerable
families in deprived urban areas were identified and managed appropriately. Starting
Well clearly identified that it takes time to build relationships with families, and that
this is required before the development of a full assessment and understanding of
family need. However, if additional input were offered on the basis of simple risk
factors, as indicated within this report, the most vulnerable famlfles would be
identified. In deprived areas this would mean a majority of families would initially
need to be offered additional input.
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